
Pexip Infinity
Hardware Resource Allocation Guide

Introduction
This document provides information regarding the way in which hardware resources are allocated in a Pexip Infinity deployment. It
includes the following sections:

l Hardware resource allocation rules describes how hardware resources are allocated and consumed in a Pexip Infinity
deployment.

l Resource allocation examples describes how resources are used in a number of specific scenarios, such as distributed and non-
distributed conferences, gateway calls, using standards-based endpoints, Lync / Skype for Business clients, and a combination of
these.

l Case study walks through a fictitious deployment that at first resulted in lower than expected capacity, and how this was
resolved.
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Hardware resource allocation rules
A number of different types of connections are required in order for a conference to take place, or for a gateway call to be made. A
connection can be a call or presentation from an endpoint to a Virtual Meeting Room or Virtual Auditorium, a backplane between
Conferencing Nodes, or a call into or out of the Pexip Distributed Gateway. In this context, a connection is analogous to a port.

Each of these connections requires a certain amount of resource, or capacity. In general, the amount of resource required for each
connection can be categorized as audio-only, standard definition (SD), high definition (HD - 720p), or Full HD (1080p).

Following are the rules that determine how hardware resources are allocated and consumed by conference and gateway calls in a
Pexip Infinity deployment.

l Each HD participant uses one HD connection.

l If these are Lync/Skype for Business participants, they each require one additional HD connection if presentation is in use (send
or receive).

l If these are WebRTC participants, the presenter requires one additional HD connection for sending presentation.

l Each Virtual Meeting Room and Virtual Auditorium on each Conferencing Node will reserve one HD connection for a backplane,
even if the conference is not currently distributed. There are two exceptions:
o If there is only a single Conferencing Node in the deployment, no extra capacity is reserved for a backplane.
o If the service has been configured with a capability of audio-only, the backplane only takes an audio connection (rather

than an HD connection).

l A gateway call will not reserve resource for a backplane, but will use one if required (for example, if the participants are
connected to different Conferencing Nodes).

l We do not count presentation from a standards-based endpoint (SIP or H.323) in our hardware resource usage.

l SD quality can be enforced by reducing the bandwidth of a service (VMRs, VAs, VRs) and on point-to-point calls (via the Pexip
Distributed Gateway) to 960 kbps or less. Pexip Infinity will consume less resource per-call, however, it will still reserve an HD
connection for the backplane.

Concurrent call licenses are slightly different. For more information see Pexip Infinity license installation and usage.

For further discussions on this topic, go to the Pexip Technical Community forums at
https://forums.pexip.com/pexcommunity/topic/hardware-port-resource-consumption/.

http://docs.pexip.com/admin/licenses.htm
https://forums.pexip.com/pexcommunity/topic/hardware-port-resource-consumption/
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Resource allocation examples
The examples below are designed to give you an idea of how the Hardware resource allocation rules apply as the capabilities of
the Infinity Connect platform are extended in the following scenarios:

l Example 1: non-distributed VMR (standards-based endpoints)
l Example 2: non-distributed gateway call (standards-based endpoint to Lync client)
l Example 3: non-distributed Pexip Fusion call 1 (single standards-based endpoint to Lync AVMCU meeting)
l Example 4: non-distributed Pexip Fusion call 2 (VMR to Lync AVMCU meeting)
l Example 5: distributed VMR (standards-based endpoints)
l Example 6: distributed VMR (standards-based and Lync endpoints)
l Example 7: single distributed gateway call
l Example 8: multiple distributed gateway calls
l Example 9: Pexip Fusion distributed call (VMR to Lync AVMCU meeting)

Note that in each of these cases, we describe the hardware capacity requirements in terms of HD connections.

A connection can be a call or presentation from an endpoint to a Virtual Meeting Room or Virtual Auditorium, a backplane between
Conferencing Nodes, or a call into or out of the Pexip Distributed Gateway. In this context, a connection is analogous to a port.

Example 1: non-distributed VMR (standards-based endpoints)
l There are multiple Conferencing Nodes in a single Pexip Infinity system location, but the conference is hosted on a single node.

l We have 3 standards-based endpoints connecting directly to the node.

l Each endpoint uses HD video and audio.

Pexip Infinity will require 4 HD connections of capacity. Three HD connections are required by the endpoints, and one HD
connection is reserved by the backplane.

l A presentation is then sent from a standards-based endpoint.

Pexip Infinity will require no additional connections.

Pexip Infinity will require 3 concurrent call licenses.

Example 2: non-distributed gateway call (standards-based endpoint to Lync
client)
l There are multiple Conferencing Nodes in a single Pexip Infinity system location, but the gateway call is located on a single

node.

l We have one standards-based endpoint connecting via the node to a Lync client.

l Each endpoint uses HD video and audio.

Pexip Infinity will require 2 HD connections of capacity, one for the inbound leg (endpoint to Pexip Infinity) and one for the
outbound leg (Pexip Infinity to recipient).

l A presentation is then sent from the standards-based endpoint.

Pexip Infinity will require 1 additional HD connection of capacity for the Lync client to receive presentation, so a total of 3 HD
connections will be used. The same is true if the Lync client were to send presentation.

Pexip Infinity will require 2 concurrent call licenses in both cases.
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Example 3: non-distributed Pexip Fusion call 1 (single standards-based endpoint
to Lync AVMCU meeting)
l There are multiple Conferencing Nodes in a single Pexip Infinity system location, but the Fusion call is located on a single node.

l We have one standards-based endpoint connecting via the node.

l A user in a Lync AVMCU conference drags the standards-based endpoint into the Lync AVMCU conference.

l Each endpoint uses HD video and audio.

Pexip Infinity will require 3 HD connections of capacity. As we can simultaneously request multiple streams from up to 5 different
Lync participants in the AVMCU meeting (one stream will be HD, and others will be SD for PiPs), we require an additional HD
connection of capacity in comparison to a normal gateway call.

l A presentation is then sent from the standards-based endpoint.

Pexip Infinity will require 1 additional HD connection of capacity for the Lync AVMCU meeting to receive presentation, so a total of
4 HD ports will be used. The same is true if a Lync user were to send a presentation within the AVMCU meeting.

Pexip Infinity will require 2 concurrent call licenses in both cases.

Example 4: non-distributed Pexip Fusion call 2 (VMR to Lync AVMCU meeting)
l There are multiple Conferencing Nodes in a single Pexip Infinity system location, but the Fusion call is located on a single node.

l We have 5 standards-based endpoints connecting directly to a VMR on the node.

l A user in a Lync AVMCU conference drags the VMR into the Lync conference.

l Each endpoint uses HD video and audio.

Pexip Infinity will require 7 HD connections of capacity. Five HD connections are used for the connected standards-based endpoints
into the VMR, plus 2 HD connections for the Lync AVMCU meeting (as we can simultaneously request multiple streams from up to 5
different Lync participants in the AVMCU meeting - one stream will be HD, and others will be SD for PiPs). This gives us a total of 7
HD connections of capacity.

l A presentation is then sent from a standards-based endpoint.

Pexip Infinity will require 1 additional HD connection of capacity for the Lync AVMCU meeting to receive presentation, so a total
of 8 HD connections will be used. The same is true if a Lync user were to send a presentation within the AVMCU meeting.

Pexip Infinity will require 6 concurrent call licenses in both cases (5 for the connected endpoints to the VMR, and one to connect
the VMR to the AVMCU meeting).

Example 5: distributed VMR (standards-based endpoints)
l There are two Conferencing Nodes in two different Pexip Infinity system locations (let’s call them LAN and DMZ).

l One standards-based endpoint connects to the VMR in the DMZ node.

l Two standards-based endpoints connect to the VMR in the LAN node.

l Each endpoint uses HD video and audio.

Pexip Infinity will reserve 3 HD connections of capacity in the LAN node (two for the connected participants, and one for the
backplane), and 2 HD connections of capacity in the DMZ node (one for the connected participant, and one for the backplane).

l A presentation is then sent from a standards-based endpoint.

Pexip Infinity will require no additional connections.

Pexip Infinity will require 3 concurrent call licenses.
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Example 6: distributed VMR (standards-based and Lync endpoints)
l There are two Conferencing Nodes in two different Pexip Infinity system locations (let’s call them LAN and DMZ).

l One Lync endpoint connects to the VMR in the DMZ node.

l Two standards-based endpoints connect to the VMR in the LAN node.

l Each endpoint uses HD video and audio.

Pexip Infinity will require 3 HD connections of capacity in the LAN node (2 for the connected participants, and 1 for the backplane),
and 2 HD connections of capacity in the DMZ node, (1 for the connected participant, and 1 for the backplane).

l A presentation is then sent from a standards-based endpoint.

Pexip Infinity will require 1 additional connection of capacity in the DMZ node, so the total hardware capacity in the DMZ node
will be 3 HD connections. The same is true if the Lync client were to send presentation.

Pexip Infinity will require 3 concurrent call licenses.

Example 7: single distributed gateway call
l There are two Conferencing Nodes in two different Pexip Infinity system locations (let’s call them LAN and DMZ).

l We are looking to place a gateway call from a Lync client landing on the DMZ node, to a WebRTC based Pexip Infinity
Connect client registered to the LAN node.

l Each endpoint uses HD video and audio.

Call flow:

Caller inbound leg (HD connection) > DMZ node backplane (HD connection) > LAN node backplane (HD connection) > Callee
outbound leg (HD connection).

Pexip Infinity will require 4 HD connections of capacity: 2 HD connections on the DMZ node (one for the connected participant,
and one for the backplane), and 2 HD connections on the LAN node (also one for the connected participant, and one for the
backplane).

l Now the WebRTC Pexip Connect client will present to the Lync client as well as using HD video and audio.

Pexip Infinity will require 1 additional HD connection for the DMZ node for the Lync client to consume presentation (a total of 3
HD connections in the DMZ node), and 1 additional HD connection for the LAN node for the Pexip Connect client to send
presentation (a total of 3 HD connections in the LAN node).

If the Lync client was to send presentation rather than receive, we would still require the same 3 HD connections of capacity on the
DMZ node, but as the WebRTC client does not consume a HD connection to receive content, we would only require 2 HD
connections of capacity on the DMZ node.

Pexip Infinity will require 2 concurrent call licenses.
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Example 8: multiple distributed gateway calls
l There are two Conferencing Nodes in two different Pexip Infinity system locations (let’s call them LAN and DMZ).

l We are looking to place 5 concurrent (and separate) gateway calls from Lync clients landing on the DMZ node, to
WebRTC based Pexip Connect clients registered to the LAN node.

l Each of the gateway calls will start by using HD video and audio.

Call flow:

Caller inbound leg (HD connection) > DMZ node backplane (HD connection) > LAN node backplane (HD connection) > Callee
outbound leg (HD connection).

As can be seen from the example above, a distributed gateway will use 2 HD connections per node; 1 for the connected participant,
and 1 for the backplane.

Therefore in this scenario, Pexip Infinity will require 10 HD connections of capacity on the LAN node and and 10 HD connections
of capacity on the DMZ node, so 20 connections in total.

l Now the WebRTC Pexip Connect client in each call will present to the Lync client as well as using HD video and audio.

Pexip Infinity will require 1 additional HD connection for the Pexip Connect client to send presentation, and 1 additional HD
connection for the Lync client to consume presentation.

That’s an additional 5 connections per node, so we are now using a total of 15 HD connections per node each of the LAN and DMZ
nodes.

Pexip Infinity will require 10 concurrent call licenses.

Example 9: Pexip Fusion distributed call (VMR to Lync AVMCU meeting)
l There are two Conferencing Nodes in two different Pexip Infinity system locations (let’s call them LAN and DMZ).

l We have 2 standards-based endpoints connecting directly to a VMR on the DMZ node.

l We have 3 standards-based endpoints connecting directly to the same VMR on the LAN node.

l A user in a Lync AVMCU conference drags the VMR into the Lync conference (assuming an on-prem Pexip Infinity <-> Lync
integration).

l Each endpoint uses HD video and audio.

Pexip Infinity will require a total of 3 HD connections of capacity in the DMZ node: 2 HD connections for the connected
standards-based endpoints into the VMR on the DMZ node, and one HD connection for the backplane.

In addition, Pexip Infinity will require a total of 6 HD connections of hardware capacity in the LAN node: 3 HD connections are
required for the connected standards-based endpoints into the VMR, 1 HD connection for the backplane, plus two HD connections
for the Lync AVMCU meeting (as we can simultaneously request multiple streams from up to 5 different Lync participants in the
AVMCU meeting - one stream will be HD, and others will be SD for PiPs).

l A presentation is then sent from the standards-based endpoint.

Pexip Infinity will require one additional HD connection of capacity for the Lync AVMCU meeting to receive presentation, so a
total of 7 HD connections will be used on the LAN node. The same is true if a Lync user were to send a presentation within the
AVMCU meeting.

Pexip Infinity will require 6 concurrent call licenses in both cases (5 for the connected endpoints to the VMR, and one to connect
the VMR to the AVMCU meeting).
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Case study
Following is a fictitious example of a deployment that did not meet initial expectations, the reasons why, and the steps that were
taken to rectify the issues that were encountered. This case study will walk you through the following topics:

l Requirements and initial server/virtualization specification
l Pre-deployment
l Deployment 1 – making Conferencing Nodes too big
l Deployment 2 – making Conferencing Nodes too small
l Deployment 3 – correct deployment
l Deployment 4 – NUMA pinning to increase capacity

Requirements and initial server/virtualization specification
l Example Corp (our fictitious company) wanted to deploy Pexip Infinity as a Proof of Concept, with a requirement it would

handle either a single video conference for 20 users, or up to 150 simultaneous, audio-only calls across 10 different
conferences.

l They wanted to use an off the shelf, dual-CPU server - Intel E5-2660 v3 – which has 10 physical cores per socket, and a
Processor Base Frequency of 2.6 GHz and 32 GB RAM (consisting of 2 x 16 GB DIMMs).

l As Pexip Infinity is a virtualized platform, Example Corp wanted to run multiple Virtual Machines (VMs) on the same host server,
as they do for other VMs in their datacentre. They currently use VMware 5.5 as their virtualisation platform.

Pre-deployment

Memory configuration
The memory configuration is not ideal for this server and CPU combination. We say as part of our server design guidelines that a
Conferencing Node VM should be deployed with 1 vCPU and 1 GB vRAM per physical core, and we also state that the physical RAM
should be deployed across all channels accessed by the physical CPU. From the Intel Ark database we see that the specified E5-
2660 v3 CPU has 4 memory channels, so for a dual CPU server, you should populate 8 DIMM slots (consult motherboard/server
documentation as to which 8 channels should be populated if more exist), rather than the 2 slots currently occupied.

Pexip Infinity is an application that requires a high amount of compute power, with intensive calculations on data, so requires fast
memory access. The more memory channels that a CPU can use, the better overall efficiency of the application.

In this case, assuming that Pexip Conferencing Nodes could utilize all available 20 cores (2 x 10-core CPUs), we would need a
minimum of 20GB of physical RAM for the server. Given that DIMM modules usually are sized in 2, 4, 8, 16 etc. GB sticks, and that
we need 8 modules (and assuming the same specification module is used in each slot), the ideal memory allocation is 8 x 4GB = 32
GB.

Hardware over-committing
Pexip Infinity does not support over-committing of RAM and CPU resources within a host server. By this we mean that it does not
co-exist well with other VMs running on the same host that may use the resources allocated to Pexip Infinity VMs. Running
additional VMs on host cores that are in use by Pexip Infinity results in the hypervisor time-slicing the physical host resources
between the VMs. For normal applications (e.g. email, database applications, directory services, file server etc.) that may exist in a
virtual environment, the time-slicing by the hypervisor makes no perceivable difference to the running application. However,
because Pexip Infinity is a real-time application, this will result in poor performance, such as stuttering video and audio. Pexip
Infinity is a very CPU intensive platform, and the reason for virtualisation in our case is more related to hardware abstraction rather
than the traditional sharing of resources. Further information can be found in Configuring VMware and Advanced VMware ESXi
administration. In particular, if you use vMotion with EVC, this can also cause issues and is also covered in this documentation.

The specified host server contains 20 cores. We must ensure that all the VMs that are running on this one host do not consume
more than the 20 cores available. The specified CPU supports hyperthreading (effectively allowing 2 vCPUs per physical core);

http://docs.pexip.com/admin/server_design.htm
http://ark.intel.com/
http://docs.pexip.com/admin/configuring_vmware.htm
http://docs.pexip.com/admin/vmware_esxi_administration.htm
http://docs.pexip.com/admin/vmware_esxi_administration.htm
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however, for Pexip Infinity to make use of the hyperthreading capabilities we need to adjust how the hypervisor works, by ensuring
that we lock Conferencing Nodes to exact physical sockets. This is known as NUMA pinning, and is discussed further later on.

It is also important to note that the overall CPU utilization figure of the host server, as reported by the hypervisor, may still seem to
be within reasonable tolerance of the entire CPU capacity, even if many VMs are running on the host and they consume more cores
than are physically available. However, if this is true, the hypervisor will time-slice these resources, and you will still notice poor
performance on Pexip Infinity. As such, if you see a low overall host CPU utilization level, it does not necessarily mean that you are
NOT over-committing.

For all of these reasons, we would generally recommend specifying a dedicated host/s to run Pexip Conferencing Nodes.

Rule of thumb capacity calculation
Examples of the number of connections (also referred to as ports) you may expect to achieve for various CPU types is given in
Example Conferencing Node server configurations. As a rule of thumb, for a normal deployment (not NUMA pinned), you may
expect to see the following:

l Utilize approximately 1.4 to 1.5 GHz CPU capacity per HD (720p) connection.

l Approximately 1 HD connection = 2 SD connections.

l Approximately 1 HD connection = 8-10 audio connections.

l Approximately 1 Full HD (1080p) connection = 2 HD (720p) connection (assuming Full HD is enabled on the deployment)

So, looking at the Intel Ark database for the CPU specified for this server, we can see the core speed of the processor is 2.6 GHz,
each CPU contains 10 cores, and there are 2 physical CPU sockets. The calculation we can use to work out an approximate
connection (port) capacity is:

So,

Different hardware specifications may result in slightly lower numbers, hence, in our example documentation we have specified 35
HD connections for this CPU. This also assumes Pexip Infinity will consume all cores on the host.

Deployment 1 – making Conferencing Nodes too big

Additional deployment scope
l Example Corp is using the host server (dual CPU, 10 physical cores per socket) to run multiple VMs, although they have read our

guidance and understand that they must not over-commit resources.

l They already have 2 standard IT infrastructure VMs consuming 4 cores of host resource each (8 cores in total) running on the
host.

l They wish to use the remaining 12 cores for Pexip Infinity. They therefore deployed a single Conferencing Node VM with 12
vCPUs and 10 GB of vRAM.

l On boot, the administrator noted a very low HD and audio connection count (HD = 4, audio = 32).

l In the Administrator Log, the administrator noted the following entry:

Level="WARNING" Name="administrator.system" Message="Multiple numa nodes detected during sampling" Detail="We strongly
recommend that a Pexip Infinity Conferencing Node is deployed on a single NUMA node”

Understanding the deployment
Example Corp have used our calculation (with some mathematical transposition) to show that 12 of the 20 available cores could
achieve at least the 20 HD connections and 150 audio connections required for the PoC (with a small amount of additional capacity).

And as they have seen that approximately 1 HD connection = 8 audio connections they have assumed they should get:

http://docs.pexip.com/server_design/server_examples.htm
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So why is the connection count so low?

At first glance from the deployment notes above, it may seem that Example Corp has simply failed to follow our memory guidelines
and has not allocated the full 12 GB of RAM to a Conferencing Node totaling 12 vCPUs. However, there is more to it than that.

The Pexip Conferencing Node is now using 10 cores on one socket, and 2 cores on the other. It may seem logical to simply increase
the number of vCPUs assigned to a Conferencing Node in order to achieve more computational power and thus higher connection
capacity. However, when the number of vCPUs on a node increases beyond the number of physical cores in a socket (for a normal
deployment), the Conferencing Node VM is then hosted on two different physical CPUs and requires access to different banks of
memory. This actually makes things quite inefficient, and results in poor connection capacity. NUMA nodes are described in more
detail in Host server components. The warning log entry in the Administration Log shows that the Conferencing Node has spanned
NUMA nodes; this must be rectified, and the following examples show how this was done.

Deployment 2 – making Conferencing Nodes too small

Additional deployment scope
l Example Corp is using the host server (dual CPU, 10 physical cores per socket) to run multiple VMs, although they have read our

guidance and understand that they must not over-commit resources.

l They are now only utilizing 5 cores on the host with their standard IT infrastructure VMs.

l Not wanting to make the same mistake as previously by spanning NUMA nodes, they decided to create smaller Conferencing
Nodes to utilize the remaining 15 cores available on the host, so they deployed 3 Conferencing Node VMs with 5 vCPUs and 5
GB of vRAM each.

l On boot, the administrator saw reasonable HD and audio connection counts on each of the nodes:
o Node 1: HD = 8, audio = 68.
o Node 2: HD = 7, audio = 65.
o Node 3: HD = 7, audio = 65.
o Total capacity: 22 HD, 198 audio .

Understanding the deployment
The capacity figures are reasonable, if just a little lower than Example Corp hoped for. In this case, the Example Corp administrator
had not tuned the BIOS settings on the server, but left them as the defaults, and these were configured by the manufacturer with
energy saving in mind. Changing the relevant power setting to Maximum Performance and no power saving should further enhance
the Pexip Infinity connection count.

However, given that the minimum requirements were met, Example Corp continued with their testing. Still, they were
disappointed to find that they could not get all 20 users with HD video into a single videoconference. When the 20th user
attempted to join the conference, they were disconnected with an announcement saying that capacity had been exceeded, and the
Example Corp administrator saw the following entry in the Administration Log:

2016-01-25T10:59:29.948+00:00 pxmgr 2016-01-25 10:59:29,948 Level="WARNING" Name="administrator.alarm" Message="Alarm
raised" Node="192.168.0.1" Name="capacity_exhausted" Time="1453719569.94" Details=""

2016-01-25T10:59:29.952+00:00 PxConfNode 2016-01-25 10:59:29,952 Level="WARNING" Name="administrator.conference"
Message="Participant failed to join conference." Conference="DB441" Participant="sip:+12345@10.0.0.1;user=phone"
Protocol="SIP" Participant-id="c09ee791-cd60-435e-b1f6-36c24e3dc9fc" Reason="Out of resource"

So, what had gone wrong?

To answer this, we need to look back at the Hardware resource allocation rules. For a multi-node deployment, each video-based
VMR instance hosted on each Conferencing Node will reserve 1 HD connection of capacity for a backplane. Because Example Corp
had used 3 separate nodes, no single node had the capacity to host the entire conference, and so the conference was distributed
amongst the nodes. Because a VMR instance was initiated on each node, Pexip Infinity immediately reserved 1 HD connection for
the backplane for each instance. So, with 1 VMR instance running on each node, we can say:

http://docs.pexip.com/server_design/server_definitions.htm
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While this was not ideal, Example Corp continued their testing, but this time for the audio conferences. However, they were
somewhat puzzled in that they only reached a little over 50% of their requirement of 150 concurrent audio calls across 10
conferences, even though the raw calculation showed that the nodes could handle up to 196 audio calls.

Given that there are multiple calls and conferences occurring at the same time, it is useful to look at the data in a different view.
Within Pexip support, we can create a single pivot table that shows the call load across all nodes at any single point in time. The
pivot table below shows the conferences with each participant that are in operation, and shows the call media type (video, audio or
presentation) for each of these participants, across all the nodes. In the case of Example Corp, these calls were all audio, so only
audio call types are displayed:

Count of Stream Type

Nodes and Media Types

Conferences and Participants 192.168.0.1
audio

192.168.0.2
audio

192.168.0.3
audio

IVR (Audio) 1

559c33c939ce6073-Acc3218-B2b354@10.0.0.1 1

VRM1 (Audio) 3

5c5a3919a83f3cc3-Acc1936-B2b945@10.0.0.1 1

9d1dca67502ad551-Acc1935-B2b388@10.0.0.1 1

a0c8ee83834ab8ed-Acc1936-B2b816@10.0.0.1 1

VMR2 (Video) 6

05400a130b9e827d-Acc1936-B2b761@10.0.0.1 1

28852fe35c7129ad-Acc3217-B2b303@10.0.0.1 1

6d00eb453c1fb26f-Acc3218-B2b437@10.0.0.1 1

70675aa21840cf2c-Acc1936-B2b699@10.0.0.1 1

d76e2e6e250d8178-Acc1936-B2b43@10.0.0.1 1

e00ac2effdba1899-Acc3217-B2b571@10.0.0.1 1

VMR3 (Video) 31

03726ed60d9904e0-Acc1936-B2b34@10.0.0.1 1

0de64f629c62cf9c-Acc1935-B2b836@10.0.0.1 1

18f2a9d4683dc99e-Acc3218-B2b125@10.0.0.1 1

294f5271b11c4f6b-Acc3217-B2b629@10.0.0.1 1

2b01b96b16c35c75-Acc3217-B2b182@10.0.0.1 1

2d16ae2c24e4f7c6-Acc1935-B2b825@10.0.0.1 1

4fa6f8b96f5b4c83-Acc1935-B2b601@10.0.0.1 1

5299fc2e2919e3a8-Acc1935-B2b44@10.0.0.1 1
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Count of Stream Type

Nodes and Media Types

Conferences and Participants 192.168.0.1
audio

192.168.0.2
audio

192.168.0.3
audio

57a75eacef14b15e-Acc3217-B2b109@10.0.0.1 1

58b26a4f7c751339-Acc1936-B2b728@10.0.0.1 1

6402006a86246824-Acc1935-B2b713@10.0.0.1 1

6d40eec140e4d06b-Acc3218-B2b225@10.0.0.1 1

78664df03273d74a-Acc1935-B2b717@10.0.0.1 1

814aa7f0f7604342-Acc3217-B2b543@10.0.0.1 1

8b4a8689c4977b33-Acc3218-B2b784@10.0.0.1 1

9b718b439fa53dad-Acc1936-B2b147@10.0.0.1 1

a0917d272ce09c11-Acc1935-B2b744@10.0.0.1 1

a6c2a6e3d8e4254d-Acc1936-B2b67@10.0.0.1 1

b5731404f5e8404e-Acc1936-B2b416@10.0.0.1 1

ba45768781739f71-Acc1935-B2b212@10.0.0.1 1

bcee41b678ce3bc0-Acc1936-B2b732@10.0.0.1 1

c08283ab5c967915-Acc1936-B2b559@10.0.0.1 1

ccec16acc038bdf6-Acc1936-B2b310@10.0.0.1 1

cd2c1c213092e1cb-Acc3218-B2b557@10.0.0.1 1

d1984f8693a5a980-Acc1935-B2b981@10.0.0.1 1

d5f0587eb7522700-Acc3217-B2b204@10.0.0.1 1

d903f5639ada548d-Acc1935-B2b375@10.0.0.1 1

db0a256f33aa9f19-Acc3217-B2b576@10.0.0.1 1

de81c3079bae44f1-Acc1936-B2b506@10.0.0.1 1

e233b37dd7fa9707-Acc1935-B2b130@10.0.0.1 1

f99cc38759491c71-Acc1935-B2b540@10.0.0.1 1

VMR4 (Video) 1

ebc134b419d8e4a6-Acc3217-B2b433@10.0.0.1 1

VMR5 (Video) 9

1abd0ed231f233dc-Acc3218-B2b822@10.0.0.1 1

2b095aa502bf1dbf-Acc3217-B2b679@10.0.0.1 1

2f8c03f1d132dc9b-Acc1936-B2b228@10.0.0.1 1

4a33242345a1c48d-Acc3218-B2b881@10.0.0.1 1

6e4d79c39e485c2d-Acc1936-B2b164@10.0.0.1 1

7a6422a48b0d206e-Acc3218-B2b445@10.0.0.1 1
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Count of Stream Type

Nodes and Media Types

Conferences and Participants 192.168.0.1
audio

192.168.0.2
audio

192.168.0.3
audio

9e757260871762aa-Acc3218-B2b718@10.0.0.1 1

b13f8a467e7cac08-Acc3217-B2b472@10.0.0.1 1

b82281721061bbfc-Acc1936-B2b1002@10.0.0.1 1

VMR6 (Video) 4

30d573b39de23a1d-Acc3218-B2b663@10.0.0.1 1

83adaa372f86ef21-Acc3217-B2b59@10.0.0.1 1

c092a8fe7907cb80-Acc3217-B2b332@10.0.0.1 1

ea19eb9fdf41ab09-Acc1935-B2b423@10.0.0.1 1

VMR7 (Video) 2

12ea4254a24b449e-Acc1936-B2b138@10.0.0.1 1

8c087a458756706f-Acc1936-B2b475@10.0.0.1 1

VMR8 (Video) 4

4deea688b4cf8d9a-Acc3217-B2b12@10.0.0.1 1

8773d98f9eeac9f9-Acc1935-B2b823@10.0.0.1 1

aaef3f910eb9ff3b-Acc3218-B2b207@10.0.0.1 1

b5a3dfb7eeefc0a1-Acc3217-B2b704@10.0.0.1 1

VMR9 (Video) 10 3

004f9a84d5a8c69e-Acc1935-B2b680@10.0.0.1 1

416427edc93d3617-Acc3218-B2b657@10.0.0.1 1

4da606e014251fb2-Acc3217-B2b268@10.0.0.1 1

53a8d6533bb8b8bd-Acc3218-B2b995@10.0.0.1 1

56243b8969261033-Acc3218-B2b152@10.0.0.1 1

62e158a904ea8a53-Acc1936-B2b139@10.0.0.1 1

87353b1056205dda-Acc1936-B2b961@10.0.0.1 1

c05d5b17c2901301-Acc3217-B2b859@10.0.0.1 1

c7d1b1b8af53db02-Acc3218-B2b131@10.0.0.1 1

e67640fcfa8c8d96-Acc1935-B2b501@10.0.0.1 1

3b70571a77e2a3d4-Acc1935-B2b1004@10.0.0.1 1

632415fda7333a27-Acc3218-B2b486@10.0.0.1 1

7b3050f15907749b-Acc3218-B2b57@10.0.0.1 1

VMR10 (Video) 12 1

1574ec5740b3e441-Acc1936-B2b982@10.0.0.1 1
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Count of Stream Type

Nodes and Media Types

Conferences and Participants 192.168.0.1
audio

192.168.0.2
audio

192.168.0.3
audio

f1103bc3d533d4ed-Acc1935-B2b171@10.0.0.1 1

165977ea22c53df4-Acc3218-B2b713@10.0.0.1 1

797de7c20ec081fc-Acc1935-B2b150@10.0.0.1 1

7ba5e1cb088c5335-Acc1936-B2b301@10.0.0.1 1

89696c0bfc2bb8b5-Acc1935-B2b139@10.0.0.1 1

152c5c4d2da5ee77-Acc3218-B2b332@10.0.0.1 1

1d52d82118fa8acb-Acc1936-B2b334@10.0.0.1 1

346839af5cd38a99-Acc3218-B2b977@10.0.0.1 1

5b76f71e53b4fea0-Acc3217-B2b510@10.0.0.1 1

e257ee987a5c4be2-Acc3218-B2b199@10.0.0.1 1

e9ecc8e3c442700d-Acc1935-B2b450@10.0.0.1 1

fb821e1ba127c4a5-Acc3217-B2b181@10.0.0.1 1

Grand Total 26 18 43

At first glance, we can see from the totals that only 26 audio calls were running on Node 1, 18 on Node 2 and 43 on Node 3, for a
total of 87 concurrent calls. The audio participants are first connected to a Virtual Reception (IVR); from there they enter the
conference ID they wish to join, and Pexip Infinity transfers them to the correct VMR. The user currently in the IVR wished to join
VMR4, however, after they entered the conference ID, they heard the capacity exceeded warning and the administrator saw a
similar entry seen previously in the Administration Log.

Why did Example Corp achieve such a poor result?

The pivot table shows some very useful information, but does NOT show all the necessary connections reserved for backplanes for
each VMR on each node, so we will need to account for these as well in our capacity calculations. In the Hardware resource
allocation rules we have seen that each VMR in a multi-node deployment will reserve a connection for use by the backplane.
However, we also noted that a Conference Capability (call type) can be defined on each VMR, so we can set a VMR to be audio-only.
In this case the backplane will only reserve a single audio connection, rather than an HD connectionas is the case with a video VMR.

We have added a label beside each VMR listed in the pivot table above to show how the Example Corp administrator had
configured each of the Conference Capabilities for that VMR. You can see that apart from the IVR and VMR1, all other VMRs have
been left with the default Conference Capability of “Video + Presentation”. As such, each of these VMRs will reserve an HD video
connection, even if all the calls within it are audio-only.

So, in summary two mistakes were made here:

1. The Conferencing Nodes were deployed with a vCPU count that was too small.

2. The VMR Conference Capability type for audio-only VMRs was incorrectly set (i.e. left as the default rather than set to audio-
only).

The necessity for reservation of the backplane connection is the reason why we recommend processors with high core count: so
that we can deploy Conferencing Nodes with high number of vCPUs (as long as they do NOT span NUMA nodes), rather than a larger
number of nodes with a smaller vCPU count. In this way, we can achieve higher concentration of capacity with the same resources.
For further information, see our server design guidelines and Handling of media and signaling.

If Example Corp had deployed 2 Conferencing Nodes, one with 5 vCPUs and one with 10 vCPUs, they would have been able to
achieve their requirement of creating a single videoconference with 20 HD video participants. In addition, if they had set the
Conference Capability of the VMRs that were assigned to be used for audio-only conferences, they would have been able to achieve
the audio capacity listed in their requirements.

http://docs.pexip.com/admin/server_design.htm
http://docs.pexip.com/admin/handling_media_signaling.htm
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Deployment 3 – correct deployment

Additional deployment scope
l Example Corp have decided to follow our recommended best practice (as per the server design guidelines) and use all the

resources of this host server (dual CPU, 10 physical cores per socket) for the deployment of Conferencing Node VMs.

l They continue to utilize 8 x 4 GB RAM DIMMs (total of 32 GB RAM), thus have populated all 4 memory channels for each of the
NUMA nodes (sockets).

l The administrator has set the BIOS performance levels to Maximum and switched off any Energy Saving settings.

l They deploy two Conferencing Nodes, each utilizing 10 vCPUs and 10 GB vRAM. In this way, both Conferencing Nodes will
consume the resources of each NUMA node (socket) without spanning.

l On boot, the administrator saw good HD and audio connection counts on each of the nodes:
o Node 1: HD = 18, audio = 144
o Node 2: HD = 17, audio = 136
o Total capacity: 35 HD, 280 audio.

l They have ensured that the IVR and VMRs that are specifically used for audio-only calls have been configured with the
“Conference Capability” set to audio-only.

Understanding the deployment
The connection capacities are calculated during the boot phase of each Conferencing Node, when they simulate call loads. It is not
uncommon for the nodes to give a subtle variance, even when they are running on the same host and configured in the same way.

Example Corp re-ran their test schedule and were able to confirm that the hardware was able to meet their initial requirements,
i.e. they could host either:

l a single 20-user videoconference, where each participant was connected using HD video, or

l 150 concurrent audio calls spread across 10 simultaneous conferences.

They noted initially that the videoconferences were initiated on Node 1. This is because Node 1 had calculated a slightly higher
capacity during its boot phase, and media is allocated according to which node has the least load. When additional participants are
added to the same conference, Pexip Infinity will attempt to keep all media on the same node. Example Corp then noted that as
the load on Node 1 increased to its maximum, media for additional participants was then allocated to Node 2. This is as per the
distributed system design of Pexip Infinity (for more information, see Handling of media and signaling). The audio conferences
appeared to be more evenly distributed across the two nodes. This is due to the variation in load on the nodes as new conferences
are initiated, remembering that a node with the least load will be used to handle a new conference.

Example Corp were now satisfied that the hardware was sufficient and Pexip Infinity would perform well in their environment. But
they couldn’t help wonder if there was even more they could do. After all, they had read in the Hardware resource allocation
rules that Lync / Skype for Business calls consumed additional HD connections if they were either sending or receiving content. This
is because Lync / Skype for Business clients currently consume RDP (*) for presentation, which is process intensive. In addition, they
wondered if the hardware could support both elements of their original requirements concurrently, i.e. host a single 20-person HD
videoconference, and the 150 audio calls across 10 separate audio conferences, all at the same time.

* Skype for Business 2016 employs Video Based Screen Sharing (VBSS) currently only for peer-to-peer desktop sharing. This uses the
H.264 codec to stream desktop sharing content, rather than using RDP. We are looking into the feasibility of supporting this for
Skype for Business clients that are directly connected to a Pexip VMR or gateway call.

Deployment 4 – NUMA pinning to increase capacity

Additional deployment scope
l Example Corp have decided to follow our recommended best practice (as per the server design guidelines) and use all the

resources of this host server (dual CPU, 10 physical cores per socket) for the deployment of Conferencing Node VMs.

http://docs.pexip.com/admin/server_design.htm
http://docs.pexip.com/admin/handling_media_signaling.htm
http://docs.pexip.com/admin/server_design.htm
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l In addition, they wish to make use of the hyperthreading capability of the Intel E5-2660 v3 CPU, so followed our additional
guidance regarding Achieving high density deployments with NUMA.

l They change the physical memory to utilize 8 x 8 GB RAM DIMMs (total of 64 GB RAM), thus have populated all 4 memory
channels for each of the NUMA nodes (sockets).

l The administrator has set the BIOS performance levels to Maximum and switched off any Energy Saving settings, and have
ensured that hyperthreading is enabled.

l They deploy two Conferencing Nodes, each utilizing 20 vCPUs and 20 GB vRAM. In this way, both Conferencing Nodes will
consume the resources of each NUMA node (socket), and because the Conferencing Nodes are now pinned to a NUMA node
and make use of hyperthreading, they still do not span NUMA nodes.

l On boot, the administrator saw good HD and audio connection counts on each of the nodes:
o Node 1: HD = 28, audio = 224
o Node 2: HD = 27, audio = 216
o Total capacity: 55 HD, 440 audio

l They have ensured that the IVR and VMRs that are specifically used for audio-only calls have been configured with the
“Conference Capability” set to audio-only.

Example Corp re-run their test once more. They now find that they are able to run both scenarios set out in the initial
requirements simultaneously.

However, if all 20 video participants in the VMR were Lync/Skype for Business endpoints (a potentially unlikely scenario), and they
consumed both HD video and RDP presentation (perhaps in a multi-screen user environment), this in itself would consume at least
40 HD connections, and the conference would be split across both nodes, hence the VMR instance on each node would also require
an HD connection. This would leave approximately 13 HD connections available on Node 2, and based on 1 HD connection = 8 audio
connections, we would only have available 104 audio connections. This would not be enough to also support the 150 concurrent
audio calls across 10 simultaneous audio conferences. At this point Example Corp would need to add an additional host and nodes
to their Pexip Infinity deployment.

http://docs.pexip.com/server_design/numa_best_practices.htm
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